Job Ad

Electronic Engineer
Engineering

Do you see opportunity everywhere in anywhere
connectivity?
Then come and propel your career at Myriota, where the Internet of Things (IoT) meets
Space!
At Myriota, we make anywhere connectivity possible using our patented direct-to-satellite
technology. Unlike traditionally expensive, power draining satellite solutions, our capabilities
are designed for the demands of IoT, namely secure, low-cost, low maintenance and really
(really) long-battery-life.
Due to growth and expansion we’re excited to be hiring for an Electronic Engineer.

About the role
This is a cool role! You will get to work across a broad range of electronic and product
development disciplines.
- Work with customers to develop solutions to their needs
- Execute on the product roadmap across a wide range of experiences including RF
design, digital and analog engineering, CAD, testing, compliance and product design
- Not just a once-off - you will be building, designing and developing products for
everywhere, everyday use in the millions
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Stuff we’ll trust you to do
— Design, test, & migrate into manufacture products bearing the Myriota logo
— Tackle some world-class RF, electronic design and integration challenges
— Work and help our customers realize their products quickly and elegantly

Stuff we’ll like about you
You might have some of these skills, knowledge and experience when applying for this job:
— Product development experience, especially in electronics, RF, mechanical integration
and test
— Ability to communicate with customers, understand their needs first then design
— Pride to see your product “out there” in the wild making a difference to humanity
— Drive for quality, manufacture and experience in delighting customer needs with a
great technical solution
Are you hesitating to apply because you don’t think you meet all of the criteria?
If you believe you are aligned with our values at Myriota, we’d encourage you to still click on
that apply button so we can explore your unique skill set and the value you could add to one
of our teams
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Share our values?
Think Big

Simplicity Works

This is the attitude that shapes our bold
vision and hunger for innovation. It’s the
way we see the world and what drives us
to redefine space-based communications.

As much as we dream big for our company,
we understand success relies on keeping
things simple. In this fast moving,
technology-driven market of
ever-increasing complexity, our practical
approach is what sets us apart from the
rest.

Associations: Global, Ubiquitous, Initiative,
Leaders, Innovative, Unique, Ambitious,
Inspirational, Satellites

Associations: Friendly, Usable, Low Cost, Easy,
Design, Creative, Insightful, Accessible

Keeping it Real

In It Together

Born from a genuine desire to connect
remote areas that were previously left
behind, our wish to create change for good
still guides us in all areas of our business.

Connection is part of Myriota’s DNA. It’s
not only what we do, it’s how we do it. We
have real empathy for our customers and
work with them to create affordable,
custom solutions for their business
challenges.

Associations: Genuine, Real, Secure, Affordable,
Useful, Trusted, Flexible, Courageous

Associations: Generous, Supportive, Respect,
Inclusive, Committed, Integration, Partners,
Reliable

Apply Now
jobs@myriota.com
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